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Abstract: Motivated by a dynamical enhancement of the electromagnetic corrections by

a power of ΛQCD/mb in Bd,s → µ+ µ− at next-to-leading order (NLO), we extend the QED

factorization effects on the leptonic B meson decays with light muon leptons to tauonic

final states, Bd,s → τ+ τ−, using soft-collinear effective theory (SCET). This extension is

necessary owing to the appearance of the large τ mass, which will lead to different power

counting in SCET and also different results. We provide a complete NLO electromagnetic

corrections to Bd,s → τ+ τ−, which include hard functions and hard-collinear functions

below the bottom quark mass scale µb. The power enhanced electromagnetic effects from

hard-collinear contributions on Bd,s → µ+ µ− discussed before also exist in Bd,s → τ+ τ−.

However the logarithm term arising from contributions of hard-collinear photon and lepton

virtualities for Bd,s → τ+ τ− is not large as it is in muon case due to the hard-collinear

scale of τ mass, which lead to only approximately 0.04% QED corrections to the branching

fraction of Bd,s → τ+ τ− compared with overall reduction about 0.5% in Bd,s → µ+ µ−.
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1 Introduction

The purely leptonic decays Bq → ℓ+ ℓ−, with q = d, s and ℓ = e, µ, τ , are highly suppressed

in the standard model (SM) due to the loop suppresses (FCNC) and helicity suppresses.

Therefore, they have an important role in the study of physics beyond the Standard Model

(BSM). They are also of interest owning to their clear theoretical descriptions. In fact,

the only relevant quantity that needs to be calculated at the leading order of αem is B-

meson decay constant fB. The branching ratio of Bq → ℓ+ ℓ− at the leading orders in

flavor-changing weak interactions and in m2
Bq
/m2

W can be expressed as [1],

B
[
Bq → ℓ+ ℓ−

]
=

|N |2m3
Bq
f2Bq

8π Γq
H

βqℓ r
2
qℓ |CA (µb)|2 + O (αem) , (1.1)
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where rqℓ = 2mℓ/mBq and βqℓ =
√

1− r2qℓ. The normalization constantN = V ∗
tbVtqG

2
Fm

2
W /π

2

and Γq
H denotes the heavier mass-eigenstate total width of Bq − B̄q mixing. CA is the MS-

renormalized Wilson coefficient associated with the operator
[
b̄ γα γ5 q

] [
ℓ̄ γα γ5 ℓ

]
at the

scale µb. Up to date, the most precise determinations of fBu,d
and fBs have already reached

the relative precision of about 0.7% and 0.5% from lattice QCD, respectively [2]. These

precise values of fB from lattice calculations provide a motivation for improving the per-

turbative ingredients which arise from several energy scales spanned by the SM. The QCD

corrections to CA have been up to the next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) [3]. At the

scale µ ≥ µb, the electroweak (EW) corrections at NLO have been done in [4], which

combined with NNLO QCD corrections are calculated in [1]. In recent years, a consistent

simultaneous treatment of QCD and QED corrections to Bq → µ+ µ− below scale µb have

been finished in [5, 6].

As far as the O (αem) term in Eq.(1.1) is concerned, M. Benenke et al. found that QED

virtual photon exchanged between one of the final-state leptons and the light spectator an-

tiquark q̄ in the B̄q meson could effectively probe the B̄q meson structure, resulting in a

“non-local annihilation” effect for muon leptonic B̄q meson decays [5–7]. The spectator-b-

quark annihilation over the distance 1/
√
mB ΛQCD inside the B̄q meson causes the strong

interaction effects no longer to be parameterized by fB alone and provides approximately

1% power-enhancement on branching ratio of Bq → µ+ µ−. This power-enhanced QED

effect is substantially large and is in fact of the same order as the non-parametric theoret-

ical uncertainty (about 1.5% [1]). Eventually, the theoretical uncertainty of the prediction

on the decay Bs → µ+ µ− is reduced largely, which will be necessary for matching the

experimental accuracy with higher experimental statistics by LHCb and Belle II in the fu-

ture. Recently, in [8], M. Neubert et al. considered the virtual QED corrections though the

process B− → µ− ν̄µ to further probe the internal structure of the B-meson at subleading

power in ΛQCD/mB.

In view of the novel QED effect on Bq → µ+ µ− below µb scale, it would be desirable

to study the other leptonic final states ℓ = e, τ as QED corrections on these decays below

µb scale will be process dependence. The muon mass is numerically of the order of the

strong interaction scale ΛQCD, while the much smaller electron mass, and especially the

much larger mass of the tau lepton imply that the results of Bq → e+ e− and Bq → τ+ τ−

are not just trival generations from the case ℓ = µ discussed above. In this work, we will

focus on τ leptonic final states, Bq → τ+ τ−. As the branching ratio depends strongly

on lepton mass due to helicity suppression, tau leptonic B-meson decay is expected to

have the largest leptonic branching fraction. However, the experimental picture for the tau

channel is complicated. The necessity to reconstruct the tau lepton from its decay products

in the presence of two or three undetectable neutrinos make the background rejection an

experimental challenge. The modes of Bq → τ+ τ− have not yet been experimentally

observed to date. The measurements of Bq → τ+ τ− at LHCb yield an upper limit for their

branching ratios, B
(
B0 → τ+ τ−

)
< 2.1 × 10−3 [9] and B

(
B0

s → τ+ τ−
)
< 5 × 10−4

[10]. Nevertheless, they are expected to be improved by experiments, such as Belle II

[11] and LHCb Upgrade II [10], within the next few years. On the theoretical side, we
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will present an extension of the previous formulation in the context of SCET for muon

leptonic B-meson decays to tau final states. A new element is the appearance of the

order of hard-collinear scale mb ΛQCD (m2
τ ∼ mb ΛQCD) in the final states, which will be

integrated out and the τ leptonic field then becomes a soft-collinear field described by

boosted heavy lepton effective theory (bHLET), similarly to the boosted HQET [12, 13],

not a collinear mode in SCETII as for muon final state. It naturally makes the applications

of SCET for Bq → τ+ τ− different from the case of Bq → µ+ µ−. We will do two-step

matching starting from QCD×QED onto SCETI, and successively onto HQET×bHLET,

rather than SCETII as in muon case. Hard-collinear functions derived from the matching,

SCETI → HQET × bHLET, will be formally response to the power enhancement term

mb/ΛQCD. However the logarithm term arising from the contributions of hard-collinear

photon and lepton virtualities in the hard-collinear functions is not large for Bq → τ+ τ−

as the tau mass is just the order of hard-collinear scale, which would not lead to a large

enhanced QED effect even though the same power enhancement by a factor mb/ΛQCD

appears in Bq → τ+ τ−. In addition to the hard-collinear corrections, one-loop hard

functions will also been extracted in the first-step matching, QCD × QED → SCETI, for

a complete QED correction to leptonic B-meson decays. At last, the renormalizations of

Bq → τ+ τ− will be a simple generation from Bq → µ+ µ−.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2, we briefly introduce

the conventions for effective weak interactions for b → q ℓ+ ℓ−. The fields and their power

counting relevant to Bq → τ+ τ− are discussed in Sec. 3.1. We detail the decoupling of

hard virtualities in SCETI and further the one of hard-collinear virtualities in HQET ×
bHLET in Sec. 3.2 and Sec. 3.3, respectively. Successively, in Sec. 3.4, matrix element of

soft function in HQET×bHLET is presented. The RG evolutions involving hard functions

and soft functions are left to Sec. 4. The decay widths of Bq → τ+ τ− together with

the ultrasoft parts are given in Sec. 5. We proceed with the numerical impact of QED

corrections to Bq → τ+ τ− in Sec. 6. Eventually, we summarize in Sec. 7.

2 Effective Weak Interactions for b → q ℓ+ ℓ−

We start by discussing briefly the effective weak interactions for b → q ℓ+ ℓ−, with ℓ =

e , µ , τ . They can be firstly derived from the SM by decoupling the top quark, the Higgs

boson, and the heavy electroweak bosons W and Z. Then the operator product expansion

(OPE) for this effective Lagrangian relevant for |∆B| = 1 decays b → q ℓ+ ℓ− with q = d, s

reads

L∆B=1 = N∆B=1

[
10∑
i=1

Ci (µb) Qi +
Vub V

∗
uq

Vtb V
∗
tq

2∑
i=1

Ci (µb) (Q
c
i − Qu

i )

]
+ h.c. , (2.1)

where the effective operators Qi are current-current operators (i = 1, 2), QCD-penguin

operators (i = 3, . . . , 6), dipole operators (i = 7, 8) and semileptonic operators (i =

9, 10). Here we only list those of the three most relevant operators, which followed the
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operator definitions of Ref. [14],

Q7 =
e

(4π)2
mb [ q̄ σ

µν PR b ] Fµν , (2.2)

Q9 =
αem

4π
(q̄ γµ PL b )

∑
ℓ

ℓ̄ γµ ℓ , (2.3)

Q10 =
αem

4π
(q̄ γµ PL b)

∑
ℓ

ℓ̄ γµ γ5 ℓ , (2.4)

where mb represents the running b-quark mass in the MS subtraction scheme. The nor-

malization constant, N∆B=1 ≡ 2
√
2GF Vtb V

∗
ts, is given in terms of the Fermi constant

and the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix elements. Ci (µb) denotes the MS-

renormalized Wilson coefficient at the scale µb ∼ mb. The matching coefficients of all of

those operators at the electroweak scale µW ∼ mW of the order of the W -boson mass

have been up to the precise of NNLO in QCD [3, 15] and further C10 includes NLO EW

corrections [4]. The scale running of Ci (µ) from the scale µW to µb has been taken into

account in [4, 16–19], and the numerical values of Ci (µb) will be given in Section 6.

3 Factorization in Bq → ℓ+ ℓ− decay below the scale mb

The heavy-quark systems Bq can be described well by heavy-quark effective theory (HQET)

[20]. The process Bq → ℓ+ ℓ− also involves final energetic light particles where some

components of their momentas pµ are large, but their p2 are small when compared with

the heavy B-meson. More specifically, working in the rest frame of the initial B-meson and

choosing the z-direction as the direction of the one of the two leptons, their momentas can

be written as

pµ
ℓ+

= (Eℓ+ , 0, 0,
√
m2

B − 4m2
ℓ/2) ,

pµ
ℓ− = (Eℓ− , 0, 0, −

√
m2

B − 4m2
ℓ/2) ,

(3.1)

where the large energies are Eℓ+ = Eℓ− = mB/2 and the final-state leptons are on-shell,

p2ℓ+ = p2ℓ− = m2
ℓ . The presence of several different scales in Bq → ℓ+ ℓ− decay means

that we can classify quantum fluctuations as hard, hard-collinear (collinear), or soft. For

ℓ = τ , the corresponding scales are

hard: mB , Eτ ,

hard-collinear: mτ ∼
√
mB ΛQCD ,

soft: ΛQCD .

(3.2)

Our goal is to integrate out all short-distance scales including hard and hard-collinear quan-

tum fluctuations. Therefore the construction of EFTs often proceeds two-step matching

procedure: in the first step, hard quantum fluctuations are integrated out by matching

the effective weak Lagrangian in Eq.(2.1) onto SCETI with hard-collinear or soft mo-

menta as dynamical degrees of freedom; in the second step, by matching SCETI onto

HQET× bHLET, fluctuations at the hard-collinear scale are integrated out. The explicit

factorizations of the two short-distance scales from long-distance scale will be done in the

following two subsections.
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3.1 Power Counting

In view of the presence of fast, hard-collinear final particles, it is convenient to decompose

4-vectors in a light-cone basis spanned by two light-like reference vectors nµ+, n
µ
− and a re-

mainder perpendicular to both. We often choose nµ+ = (1, 0, 0, 1) and nµ− = (1, 0, 0, −1)

to make one of the two final states align along the nµ+ direction, and the other point the

opposite direction, nµ−. An arbitrary vector pµ can then be decomposed in a component

proportional to nµ+, a part proportional to nµ−, and the transverse direction,

pµ = (n+p)
nµ−
2

+ (n−p)
nµ+
2

+ pµ⊥

≡ (n+p , n−p , p⊥) .

(3.3)

On the partonic level, Bq → ℓ+ ℓ− decay processes as

b (pb) + q (lq) → ℓ+ (pℓ+) + ℓ− (pℓ−) . (3.4)

The momentums of two final states are decomposed as

pµ
ℓ+

=
mB −

√
m2

B − 4m2
ℓ

2

nµ−
2

+
mB +

√
m2

B − 4m2
ℓ

2

nµ+
2
, (3.5)

pµ
ℓ− =

mB +
√
m2

B − 4m2
ℓ

2

nµ−
2

+
mB −

√
m2

B − 4m2
ℓ

2

nµ+
2
. (3.6)

Specifically, for ℓ = τ , n+ pτ− = n− pτ+ ∼ mb and n− pτ− = n+ pτ+ ∼ ΛQCD. A softly

interacting heavy b-quark is nearly on-shell with its momentum pµb = mb v
µ + lµb , where

vµ is the 4-velocity of the Bq meson, vµ = (nµ+ + nµ−)/2, and the “residual momentum”

lb ∼ ΛQCD. Also the momentum of light spectator quark is lq ∼ ΛQCD.

Besides the external kinematics above for Bq → τ+ τ− decay, the internal dynamic

momentum, denoted by kµ, can be classified according to their scaling properties with

mb ≫ ΛQCD as

hard: kµh = mb (1, 1, 1) ∼ (1, 1, 1) ,

hard-collinear: kµhc = (mb, ΛQCD,
√
mb ΛQCD) ∼ (1, λ2, λ) ,

anti-hard-collinear: kµ
hc

= (ΛQCD, mb,
√
mb ΛQCD) ∼ (λ2, 1, λ) ,

soft: kµs = (ΛQCD, ΛQCD, ΛQCD) ∼ (λ2, λ2, λ2) ,

soft-collinear: kµsc = (1/b, b, 1)ΛQCD, ∼ (1/b, b, 1)λ2 ,

anti-soft-collinear: kµsc = (b, 1/b, 1)ΛQCD, ∼ (b, 1/b, 1)λ2 ,

(3.7)

with scaling parameter λ2 = ΛQCD/mb and the boosted parameter b = mτ/mb. The

corresponding virtualities are k2h ∼ m2
b , k

2
hc = k2

hc
∼ mb ΛQCD, and k

2
s ∼ Λ2

QCD. Different

from the light final particles ℓ = µ, collinear virtuality k2c ∼ Λ2
QCD does not appear in

massive τ lepton case (m2
τ ∼ mb ΛQCD). The massive τ field will be integrated out and

become a soft-collinear field in bHLET. Consequently, the matching procedure of EFTs

would also be different from Bd,s → µ+µ−. As mentioned above, after integrating out
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hard modes (i.e., k2h ∼ m2
b), we obtain the SCETI including the (anti-)hard-collinear and

soft (soft-collinear) modes. Subsequently, the (anti-)hard-collinear modes of light quark

(i.e., k2hc = k2
hc

∼ mb ΛQCD) will be integrated out to become the soft field in HQET,

but the (anti-)hard-collinear τ field will be turned to be the (anti-)soft-collinear field after

integrating out the mass of τ lepton in bHLET. The matching procedure simply follows as

full QED → SCETI → HQET× bHLET

hard: µ2h ∼ m2
b hard-collinear: µ2hc ∼ mbΛQCD soft(-collinear): µ2s(c) ∼ Λ2

QCD

At last, we introduce various fields of SCETI and HQET×bHLET obtained by decomposing

the quark, lepton and photon (gluon) fields into various momentum modes. The fields and

their scalings are

soft heavy quark: hv ∼ λ3 ,

hard-collinear light quark: χhc ∼ λ ,

hard-collinear leptonic field: ℓhc ∼ λ ,

soft light quark: qs ∼ λ3 ,

soft-collinear leptonic field: ℓsc ∼ λ3 ,

hard-collinear photon (gluon): Aµ
hc(G

µ
hc) ∼ (1, λ2, λ) ,

soft photon (gluon): Aµ
s (G

µ
s ) ∼ λ2 (1, 1, 1) .

(3.8)

3.2 SCETI

In this subsection, we will present the effective operators in SCETI and hard fluctuations

decoupled in the matching of weak EFT onto SCETI up to NLO.

3.2.1 Operators

After introducing the relevant fields and discussing their power counting, we proceeded to

present SCETI operators in the matching of the effective weak Hamiltonian to SCETI. As

the SCETI operators for Bq → τ+ τ− decay are the same as in µ leptonic decay [6], we

just list those operators here and the details of their constructions can be found in the

Appendix of that paper [6] and earlier works [21, 22]. With the power counting of fields in

Eq.(3.8), the smallest λ scaling of SCETI operators relevant to the matching of effective

operators Q9,10 are order of λ6. In the coordinate-space, labelled by a tilde, they are

Õ9(s, t) = g⊥µν
[
χ̄hc (sn+) γ

µ
⊥ PL hv(0)

] [
ℓ̄hc (tn+) γ

ν
⊥ ℓhc(0)

]
, (3.9)

Õ10(s, t) = iε⊥µν
[
χ̄hc (sn+) γ

µ
⊥ PL hv(0)

] [
ℓ̄hc (tn+) γ

ν
⊥ ℓhc(0)

]
, (3.10)

for a hard-collinear light quark, that is, the light quark is parallel to the hard-collinear

lepton, and

Õ9(s, t) = g⊥µν
[
χ̄hc (sn−) γ

µ
⊥ PL hv(0)

] [
ℓ̄hc(0) γ

ν
⊥ ℓhc (tn−)

]
, (3.11)

Õ10(s, t) = iε⊥µν
[
χ̄hc (sn−) γ

µ
⊥ PL hv(0)

] [
ℓ̄hc(0) γ

ν
⊥ ℓhc (tn−)

]
, (3.12)
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for an anti-hard-collinear quark, respectively. Tensors g⊥µν and ε⊥µν are defined as g⊥µν ≡
gµν − nµ

+ nν
−

2 − nµ
− nν

+

2 , ε⊥µν ≡ εµναβ
nα
+ nβ

−
2 . Actually, using the formula i ε⊥µν γ

ν
⊥ = γ⊥µ γ5

established in dimension d = 4, we find that operators Õ9(s, t) and Õ10(s, t), Õ9(s, t) and

Õ10(s, t) are not independent, and their relations are

Õ9(s, t) = Õ10(s, t) , Õ9(s, t) = −Õ10(s, t) . (3.13)

We usually do matching in momentum space, and Õ9 (9̄)(s, t) can be Fourier transformed

to O9 (9̄)(u) as

O9(u) = n+phc

∫
dr

2π
e−i u r (n+phc) Õi(0, r) , (3.14)

where only single variable u is introduced once we use the hard-collinear momentum con-

servation with the total hard-collinear momentum n+phc = n+ (pχ + pℓ) and it should be

interpreted as the fraction n+pℓ/n+phc of n+phc carried by one of two lepton fields, and

then ū is the momentum fraction of hard-collinear light quark in B-meson, ū ≡ (1 − u) =

n+pχ/n+phc. The operator Õ9̄ can be defined similarly by replacing n+ by n−.

The weak EFT operator Q7 in Eq.(2.2) can also be matched to O9 in SCETI by

integrating out hard photon from the electromagnetic dipole operator,

Q7 =
2Qℓ

u
O9 , (3.15)

where Qℓ = −1.

It can be seen from above that, in four-dimensional space-time (d = 4), only O9, 9̄

are physical operators in SCETI. In fact, a complete basis should also contain evanescent

operators when we use dimensional regularization (d = 4 − ϵ) in calculating the matrix

elements of operators. The generic feature of these evanescent operators is that they vanish

after going to four-dimensional space-time, d → 4. More precisely, because Õ9 tends to

be equal to Õ10 in d → 4, that is,

Õ9
d=4−→ Õ10 , (3.16)

the evanescent operator, denoted by ÕE , can be defined as

ÕE(s, t) ≡ Õ9(s, t) − Õ10(s, t)

=
1

2

[
χ̄hc (sn+) γ

µ
⊥ PL hv(0)

] [
ℓ̄hc (tn+) γ

⊥
µ PL ℓhc(0)

]
.

(3.17)

More evanescent operators will appear when we do matching from QCD×QED to SCETI

to higher order and their definitions will be given specifically until then.

3.2.2 Matching from QCD×QED to SCETI

We will integrate out hard fields by matching effective operators Qk , k = 1, ... , 6, 7, 9, 10,

in QCD×QED onto O9 and OE in SCETI. The hard matching condition at the scale µb
is given by
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Full QED

χhc

hv

τ−hc

τ+
h̄c

O9

SCETI

q

b

τ−

τ+

Q9, Q10

Figure 1. The figure shows the tree-level matching of QED onto SCETI, with EFT operators

Q9, 10 and SCETI operator O9 contributing, respectively. The notation and scaling of the SCETI

fields are given in Eq.(3.8). The heavy quark field hv in HQET is labelled by a double-solid line

and (anti-)hard-collinear fields ξhc, τhc in SCETI are denoted by double-dashed lines.

N∆B=1

∑
k

Ck (µb)Qk =
∑
i

∫
duHi (u, µb) Oi(u) , (3.18)

where i = 9, E. Ck is the Wilson coefficient and Hi represents hard function. By calcu-

lating the appropriate matrix elements in both sides of the equation above up to NLO in

the order of αem, firstly we get the hard functions at tree-level,

H
(0)
9 (u, µb) = N

[
C

(0)
9 (u, µb) + C

(0)
10 (µb) − 2Qℓ

u
C

(0)
7 (u, µb)

]
, (3.19)

H
(0)
E (u, µb) = N

[
−C(0)

10 (µb)
]
, (3.20)

with

N ≡ N∆B=1
αem (µb)

4π
, (3.21)

where C
(0)
7 , 9 , 10 are the Wilson coefficients of Q7 , 9 , 10 at LO in αem. Formally, the con-

tribution from four-quark operators Qk(k = 1, . . . , 6) will start from one loop level.

However these quark loops can be fully absorbed into effective Wilson coefficients Ceff
7, 9

[23], and then the hard function H
(0)
9 (u, µb) decoupled from all four-quark operators

Qk , k = 1, ... , 6, 7, 9, 10, at tree level should be replaced by

H
(0)
9 (u, µb) = N

[
Ceff
9 (u, µb) + C

(0)
10 (µb) − 2Qℓ

u
Ceff
7 (u, µb)

]
. (3.22)

For the case of an anti-hard-collinear quark, the hard function decoupled from O9̄ is

H
(0)

9̄
(u, µb) = N

[
Ceff
9 (u, µb) − C

(0)
10 (µb) − 2Qℓ

u
Ceff
7 (u, µb)

]
, (3.23)

where the minus in front of C
(0)
10 (µb) is due to the opposite relation of operator Õ9 and

Õ10 in Eq.(3.13).
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We can obtain the hard functions H
(1)
i by expanding the matching equation at NLO

as

N∆B=1

∑
k

C
(1)
k (µb) ⟨Qk⟩(0) =

∑
i

∫
du

[
H

(0)
i (u, µb) ⟨Oi(u)⟩(1) +H

(1)
i (u, µb) ⟨Oi(u)⟩(0)

]
,

(3.24)

with

⟨Oi(u) ⟩(1) = Z
(1)
ij ⟨Oj(u) ⟩(0) , (3.25)

in Dimension Regulation, where Z
(1)
ij is the UV renormalization factor of Oj(u). The

Wilson coefficient C
(1)
k represents the one at NLO of αem. When we calculate the matrix

element of l.h.s of Eq.(3.24) at NLO, more operators will be involved, which are written,

without the position variables, as

O9,1 ≡ [ χ̄hc γ
µ γν γρ PL hv ] [ ℓ̄hc γµ γν γρ ℓhc ] ,

O9,2 ≡ [ χ̄hc γ
µ γν γρ PL hv ] [ ℓ̄hc γρ γν γµ ℓhc ] ,

O10,1 ≡ [ χ̄hc γ
µ γν γρ PL hv ] [ ℓ̄hc γµ γν γρ γ5 ℓhc ] ,

O10,2 ≡ [ χ̄hc γ
µ γν γρ PL hv ] [ ℓ̄hc γρ γν γµ γ5 ℓhc ] .

(3.26)

It is easy to find that O9,1 + O9,2 = 20O9, O10,1 + O10,2 = 20O10, and O9,1 = 4O9,

O10,1 = 4O10 in d = 4. We can possibly choose the following evanescent operators,

OE1 ≡ O9,1 − 4O9 ,

OE2 ≡ O10,1 − 4O10

= O10,1 − 4O9 + 4OE .

(3.27)

It is clearly that the physical operator O9 and the evanescent operators OE , OE1 , OE2 will

be contained in SCETI when we consider the correction to NLO.

The hard functions at NLO can be extracted as

H
(1)
i (u, µb) = N C

(1)
k (µb) − H

(0)
j (u, µb) Z

(1)
ji , (3.28)

with k = 7, 9, 10 and i or j = 9 , E , E1 , E2. In the following, we concentrate on i = 9,

and the hard function associate with physical operator O9 is

H
(1)
9 (u, µb) = N

[
C

(1)
7, 9 (µb) + C

(1)
10 (µb)

]
−H

(0)
9 (u, µb) Z

(1)
99 −H

(0)
E (u, µb) Z

(1)
E9 , (3.29)

where terms for j = E1 , E2 disappear due to H
(0)
E1, E2

= 0. Next it is necessary to calcu-

late the matrix element of evanescent operator OE at NLO to check whether OE would

contribute to hard function H
(1)
9 or not, and the result is

⟨OE ⟩(1) ∼ H
(1)
E ⟨OE ⟩(0) , (3.30)
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where the physical amplitude ⟨O9 ⟩(0) do not appear. It means that evanescent operator

OE does not have an influence on hard function H9 at one loop level and Eq.(3.29) can be

reduced to

H
(1)
9 (u, µb) = N

[
C

(1)
7, 9 (µb) + C

(1)
10 (µb)

]
− H

(0)
9 (u, µb) Z

(1)
99 . (3.31)

For the case of an anti-hard-collinear quark O9̄, the corresponding hard function is

H
(1)

9̄
(u, µb) = N

[
C

(1)

7̄, 9̄
(µb) − C

(1)

10
(µb)

]
− H

(0)

9̄
(u, µb) Z

(1)

9̄9̄
, (3.32)

where the second terms in r.h.s of both Eqs.(3.31) and (3.32) are the IR subtractions to

cancel the IR divergences from their first terms.

The first terms in Eqs.(3.31) and (3.32) are from one loop contributions with Qk and

Qk̄, k = 7, 9, 10, inserted in Fig.(2), which are corresponding to the diagrams with a hard-

collinear and an anti-hard-collinear light quark state, respectively. We find that the results

Figure 2. one-loop QED corrections to hard functions

in the case of the hard-collinear sector are only equal to ones of the anti-hard-collinear

sector for Figs.(e) and (f), while opposite for Figs.(a)-(d), e.g.

C
(a)
k = −C

(b)

k̄
, C

(b)
k = −C

(a)

k̄
,

C
(c)
k = −C

(d)

k̄
, C

(d)
k = −C

(c)

k̄
,

C
(e)
k = C

(e)

k̄
, C

(f)
k = C

(f)

k̄
,

(3.33)

where C
(a-f)
k denotes contribution from hard mode integrated out from each diagram in

Fig.(2). It is clearly that the case in Eq.(3.33) is different from the one at tree level, C
(0)
k =

C
(0)

k
. Parts of these QED corrections (C

(a-d)
k ) are antisymmetric under the exchange of the

collinear and anti-collinear sectors once hard fluctuations are decoupled. The reason is that

the exchange of the collinear and anti-collinear light quark is equivalent to performing the

charge conjugation (C) just for final leptons as shown in the r.h.s of Fig.(2), that is, the
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matrix element, with one photon attached to one of leptons, will be transformed with C

operator and simultaneously be matched onto SCETI as〈
γ |Qi,LQED | ℓ+ ℓ−

〉 C−→ −
〈
0 | Oī | ℓ+ ℓ−

〉
, (3.34)

where operator Qi is changed into Qī after C operator transition. Lagrangian LQED is C

operator invariant, and the minus in r.h.s of above formula is from the action of C operator

on one photon attached to the one of leptonic fields. It is possible to write Eq.(3.34) into

a more general form to arbitrary loop order,〈
mγ |Qi,LQED | ℓ+ ℓ−

〉 C−→ (−1)m
〈
0 | Oī | ℓ+ ℓ−

〉
, (3.35)

wherem stands for the number of photon attached to lepton sector and determines whether

the hard functions are symmetric or antisymmetric under the exchange of the collinear and

anti-collinear light quark fields, that is, the relations, C
(m)
k = (−1)mC

(m)

k̄
, m = 0, 1, 2, ... ,

are valid to all orders in αem.

Based on these relations between C
(a−f)
k and C

(a−f)

k̄
in Eq.(3.33) and the one between

O9 and O10 in Eq.(3.13), the hard functions for i = 9 at NLO in Eqs.(3.31) and (3.32) can

be simplified considerably as

H
(1)
9 (u, µb) +H

(1)

9̄
(u, µb) = 2N

[
C

(e−f)
7, 9 (µb) + C

(a−d)
10 (µb)

]
− IR subtractions (3.36)

which implied that H
(1)
9 equals to H

(1)

9̄
and the hard function can be written as

H
(1)

9/9̄
(u, µb) = N

[
C

(e−f)
7, 9 (µb) + C

(a−d)
10 (µb)

]
− IR subtractions , (3.37)

with the result as follows,

H
(1)

9/9̄
= (Ceff

9 − 2Qℓ

u
Ceff
7 )

(αem

4π
QbQq +

αs

4π
CF

)[
− ln2

r̃

ū
− 2 ln

r̃

ū
+

1

2
ln2 r̃ + 2Li2(−

u

ū
)− 4− π2

12

]
+ (Ceff

9 − 2Qℓ

u
Ceff
7 )

αem

4π
Q2

ℓ

[
− ln2

−u− i0

r̃
+ 3 ln

−u− i0

r̃
− 8 +

π2

6

]
+ Ceff

9

(αem

4π
QbQq +

αs

4π
CF

) [
ln r̃ − ū

u
ln ū

]
+ C10

αem

4π
QℓQq

[
− ln2

u

r
− ln2

−ū− i0

r
+

2 lnu

ū
+ ln2 r + 3 ln r + 2Li2

(
− ū
u

)
+ 10 +

π2

6

]
,

(3.38)

whereQℓ = −1, Qq = − 1/3, r̃ = (µ2/m2
b) e

γE . The hard functionH
(1)

9/9̄
has also contained

QCD corrections which can be obtained with the replacement of (αem/4π)QbQq in QED

contributions in above formula by (αs/4π)CF .

3.3 HQET× bHLET

The first step of matching from QCD×QED onto SCETI for Bq → τ+ τ− described above

is same as for Bq → µ+ µ−. However, as for massive τ final states, m2
τ ∼ mb ΛQCD,

the next matching from SCETI will be different from the case in µ leptonic decays where
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the (anti-)hard-collinear leptons need to turn into (anti-)collinear ones by matching onto

SCETII. The leptonic fields in Bq → τ+ τ− decay should be converted to a soft-collinear

field after integrating out the hard-collinear massive τ scale as done for massive b quark

fiels in the process W → Bγ [24] in bHQET. Consequently, in the following, we need to

perform matching from SCETI to HQET to turn the hard-collinear light antiquark to a soft

one to get a non-vanishing overlap B-meson state and simultaneously match onto bHLET

to make the hard-collinear τ lepton to be a soft-collinear one.

3.3.1 Operators

The hard-collinear antiquark field of O9 in SCETI can turn into a soft antiquark field

through emission of a hard-collinear photon by the power-suppressed SCETI Lagrangian,

L(1)
ξq = q̄s (x−) [Wξ, hcWhc]

† (x) i /Dhc⊥ ξhc(x) + h.c. (3.39)

and analogously for anti-hard-collinear fields with the replacements of hc → hc, n+ → n−
and x− → x+. Wξ, hc andWhc, connected with ξhc(x), are Wilson lines of hard-collinear

photons and gluons,

Wξ,hc(x) ≡ exp

[
i eQξ

∫ 0

−∞
ds n+Ahc (x+ sn+)

]
, (3.40)

Whc(x) ≡ P exp

[
i gs

∫ 0

−∞
ds n+Ghc (x+ sn+)

]
, (3.41)

respectively. Then the hard-collinear photon field, Ahc⊥ from Dhc⊥ in Eq.(3.39), would be

followed by the fusion,

ℓ̄hc + A⊥hc → mτ ℓ̄hc , (3.42)

through the leading power Lagrangian relevant to mass term,

L(0)
m (y) = mτ ℓ̄C

[
i /DC⊥ ,

1

i n+DC

]
/n+
2
ℓC . (3.43)

Therefore, we will match the time-ordered product of the SCETI operators O9(u) with

L(1)
ξq (x) and L(0)

m (y),〈
ℓ−(pℓ) ℓ

+ (pℓ̄)

∣∣∣∣ ∫ d4x

∫
d4y T

{
O9(u), L(1)

ξq (x), L(0)
m (y)

} ∣∣∣∣ b (pb) q (ℓq)〉 , (3.44)

to the corresponding matrix element of operator in HQET× bHLET.

The systematic constructions of HQET× bHLET operators according to the analysis

on a power-counting in λ, canonical dimension d, reparametrization symmetry of SCET,

gauge symmetry and helicity conservation and so on, are similar to the ones performed in

heavy-to-light meson form factors [21] and the case of Bq → µ+ µ− in Appendix B of [6].

At leading power, the HQET×bHLET operators used for the matching onto time-ordered

product in Eq.(3.44) can be defined in position space as

J̃ A1
mχ(v) = q̄s (vn−)Y (vn−, 0)

/n−
2 PLhv(0)[Y

†
+Y−](0)

[
ℓ̄sc(0) (4PR) ℓsc(0)

]
, (3.45)
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and

J̃ A1
mχ̄(v) = q̄s (vn+)Y (vn+, 0)

/n+

2 PLhv(0)[Y
†
+Y−](0)

[
ℓ̄sc(0) (4PR) ℓsc(0)

]
, (3.46)

for analogous operators generated from the matching relevant with O9̄, where the soft light

antiquark field q̄s (vn−) has been delocalized along the n− direction of light-cone through

integrating out small component n−ℓq of hard-collinear light quark. The roles of n− and n+
are reversed for q̄s (vn+) when the anti-hard-collinear mode is integrated out. Y (vn+, 0)

is the finite-distance Wilson line defined as

Y (x, y) = exp

[
i eQq

∫ x

y
dzµA

µ
s (z)

]
P exp

[
i gs

∫ x

y
dzµG

µ
s (z)

]
, (3.47)

to connect non-local field q̄s (vn+) to hv(0) to maintain QCD and QED gauge invariance

of non-local operator. Here P is the path-ordering operator. Aµ
s (z) and G

µ
s = GµA

s TA are

the soft photon and gluon fields, respectively. The product of Wilson lines
[
Y †
+Y−

]
(0) ≡

Y †
+(0)Y−(0) appears after decoupling of soft photons from the hard-collinear and anti-hard-

collinear leptons in SCETI, respectively, with their small component n−pℓ and n+pℓ̄ scaling

as λ2 in the same order as soft photons. The soft electromagnetic Wilson lines are defined

as

Y±(x) = exp

[
−i eQℓ

∫ ∞

0
ds n∓As (x+ sn∓)

]
. (3.48)

For τ final states here, there is no so-called B1-type operator as appeared in the case of

µ leptons attributing to collinear contribution. It is only one way as Eq.(3.42) to built

A1-type operator in HQET× bHLET.

We define the Fourier transforms of J̃ A1
i (v) in order to do matching from SCETI to

HQET× bHLET in momentum space as

J A1
i (ω) =

∫
dv

2π
ei ω v J̃ A1

i (v) , (3.49)

where ω corresponds to the soft momentum of the light quark along the n+ and n− direction

for i = mχ andmχ̄, respectively.

3.3.2 Matching from SCETI to HQET× bHLET

We perform the matching of operator O9 in SCETI onto J A1
mχ in HQET× bHLET at hard-

collinear scale µhc,

O9(u) →
∫
dω Jm(u;ω)J A1

mχ(ω) . (3.50)

As mentioned in Sec.3.3.1, the operator in l.h.s of Eq.(3.50) should be connected with two

currents L(1)
ξq (x) andL

(0)
m (y) to produce a non-vanishing overlap B-meson state and bHLET

modes. The tree-level matching relation is depicted in Fig.(3). Firstly, we need to calculate

the matrix element of the time-ordered product of the SCETI operators O9(u) with L(1)
ξq (x)

and L(0)
m (y),

⟨ ℓ−(pℓ−) ℓ+ (pℓ+) |
∫
d4x

∫
d4y T {O9(u), L(1)

ξq (x), L(0)
m (y)} |b (pb) q (ℓq) ⟩ , (3.51)
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Ahc,⊥

χhc

qs

hv

τ−hc

τ+
h̄c

O9

SCETI

qs

b

τ−sc

τ+scJ A1
mχ

HQET× bHLET

Figure 3. The figure shows the tree-level matching of SCETI onto HQET× bHLET, where SCETI

operator O9 connected with two currents forms a time-ordered product to match onto A1-type

operator J A1
mχ. The double-dashed lines accompanied by a wavy line depict the hard-collinear

photon field Ahc,⊥ in SCETI. The single-solid line and single-dotted line in J A1
mχ represent the soft

spectator quark field qs and soft-collinear τ fields.

and the result is

αem

4π
QℓQsmℓ

ū

ω
ln [ 1 +

u

ū

ω n+pℓ−

m2
ℓ

] θ(u) θ(ū) [ q̄s γ
⊥
ν γ

⊥
µ

/n−
2
PL hv ] [ ℓ̄sc γ

ν
⊥ γ

µ
⊥ ℓsc ] .

(3.52)

We can define a matrix element of an operator denoted by J A1
9 as

⟨J A1
9 ⟩ ≡

[
q̄s(lq) γ

⊥
ν γ

⊥
µ (/n−/2)PL hv(pb)

] [
ℓ̄sc(pℓ−) γ

ν
⊥ γ

µ
⊥ ℓsc(pℓ+)

]
. (3.53)

J A1
9 is equal to J A1

mχ in dimension d = 4,

J A1
9

d=4−→ J A1
mχ , (3.54)

so that we can define an evanescent operator as

J A1
E = J A1

9 − J A1
mχ . (3.55)

Hard-collinear function Jm(u, ω) can be extracted from the matching equation at tree level,

C
(0)
9m ⟨J A1

9 (u)⟩(0) =

∫
dω

[
J (0)
m (u;ω) ⟨J A1

mχ(ω)⟩(0) + J
(0)
E (u;ω) ⟨J A1

E (u)⟩(0)
]
, (3.56)

where the coefficient C
(0)
9m can be read from the result of Eq.(3.52),

C
(0)
9m =

αem

4π
QℓQsmℓ

ū

ω
ln

(
1 +

u

ū

ω n+pℓ−

m2
ℓ

)
θ(u) θ(ū) . (3.57)

At tree level, the hard-collinear function Jm(u, ω) is just C
(0)
9m,

J (0)
m (u;ω;µ = µhc) =

αem

4π
QℓQsmℓ

ū

ω
ln

(
1 +

u

ū

ω n+pℓ−

m2
ℓ

)
θ(u) θ(ū) , (3.58)

at hard-collinear scale µhc, and the result for J
(0)
m can be obtained by the replacement of

n+pℓ− → n−pℓ+ .
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3.4 Matrix elements of operators J̃ A1
mχ,χ̄ in HQET× bHLET

The operators J̃ A1
mχ,χ̄ in Eqs.(3.45) and (3.46) are composed of soft, soft-collinear sector and

anti-soft-collinear sector, and these fields do not interact with one another, which implies

that the matrix elements of the operators J̃ A1
mχ,χ̄ can be further factorized accordingly into

matrix elements of the separate factors in the respective soft, soft-collinear and anti-soft-

collinear Hilbert space,

⟨ ℓ+ ℓ− | J̃ A1
mχ | B̄q ⟩ = ⟨ 0 | Ĵs | B̄q ⟩ ⟨ ℓ− | Ĵsc | 0 ⟩ ⟨ ℓ+ | Ĵsc | 0 ⟩ . (3.59)

Then the soft, (anti-)soft-collinear sectors are defined as

Ĵs = q̄s (vn−) Y (vn−, 0)
̸n−
2
PL hv(0) [Y

†
+ Y−](0) , (3.60)

Ĵsc = ℓ̄sc(0) (4PR) , Ĵsc = ℓsc(0) . (3.61)

However, when considering the renormalization of each sector separately, one find IR-

divergence can not be cancelled only in soft sector, and the remaining divergence need to

be cancelled by the one from (anti-)soft-collinear sectors (more details can be found in

Section 4.2 of Ref. [6]). This appears to be in conflict with the factorization of the soft

and (anti-)soft-collinear sectors. It is so-called factorization anomaly, which will lead to a

rearrangement for soft operator. In order to subtract the remaining IR-divergence in soft

operator, one can redefine and renormalize soft function as

J̃s(v) ≡ Ĵs(v)

⟨ 0 | [Y †
+ Y− ](0) | 0 ⟩

, (3.62)

where ⟨ 0 | [Y †
+ Y− ] (0) | 0 ⟩ in the denominator is just the overlap term between soft and

(anti-)soft-collinear regions. It can be divided into two separate factors R+ and R− by

⟨ 0 | [Y †
+ Y− ] (0) | 0 ⟩ ≡ R+R−, where R+ and R− can be chosen as a symmetric form upon

exchanging n+ ↔ n−. Then soft-collinear sector and anti-soft-collinear sector are redefined

correspondingly as

J̃sc = R+ ℓsc(0) ( 4PR ) , J̃sc = R− ℓsc(0) . (3.63)

The hadronic matrix element of the soft operator ⟨ 0 | J̃s |Bq ⟩ is related to the Bq me-

son decay constant and the leading-twist Bq meson LCDA [25, 26]. However, it would not

coincide with the universal Bq meson LCDA but depend on the final-state particles of the

specific process due to appearance of additional soft QED Wilson lines Y †
+ Y−. Therefore,

we define the ⟨ 0 | J̃s |Bq ⟩ as a generalized and process-dependent Bq meson LCDA Φ+(ω),

(−4) ⟨ 0 | J̃s(v) | B̄q(p) ⟩ =
⟨ 0 | q̄s (vn−) Y (vn−, 0) ̸n− γ5 hv(0)Y †

+(0)Y−(0) | B̄q(p) ⟩
⟨ 0 | [Y †

+ Y− ] (0) | 0 ⟩

≡ imBq

∫ ∞

0
dω e−i ω v FBq Φ+(ω) .

(3.64)
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The analogous definition holds for the anti-collinear case by interchanging n+ ↔ n− but

with the same Bq meson LCDA Φ+(ω). FBq is the generalized process-dependent Bq meson

decay constant, which can be defined through the local matrix element,

⟨ 0 | q̄s(0) γµ γ5 hv(0)Y †
+(0)Y−(0) | B̄q(p) ⟩

⟨ 0 | [Y †
+ Y−] (0) | 0 ⟩

≡ iFBq mBq v
µ . (3.65)

Although the specific process-dependentBq meson LCDA and decay constant in Eqs.(3.64)

and (3.65) are complicated in the presence of QED effects, we can expand them perturba-

tively in terms of αem at the soft scale µs ∼ ΛQCD,

FBq (µs) =
∞∑
n=0

(
αem (µs)

4π

)n

F
(n)
Bq

(µs) , (3.66)

FBq (µs) Φ+ (ω;µs) =
∞∑
n=0

∞∑
k=0

(
αem (µs)

4π

)n+k

F
(n)
Bq

(µs) ϕ
(k)
+ (ω;µs) , (3.67)

where the leading terms, n = 0 and k = 0, are just the standard Bq meson decay constant

FBq(µs) and LCDA, ϕ+(ω;µs), defined in the absence of QED correction. Higher-order

terms starting from n = 1 or k = 1 in the expansion with QCD and QED correction simul-

taneously are non-universal, non-local HQET matrix elements that have to be evaluated

nonperturbatively. Fortunately, only the universal objects FBq(µs) and ϕ+(ω;µs) need to

be known at the leading and next-to-leading logarithmic (NLL) accuracy.

Next the matrix element of (anti-)soft-collinear in Eq.(3.63) can be defined after renor-

malization by〈
ℓ− (pℓ−)

∣∣R+ℓ̄sc(0)
∣∣ 0〉 = Zℓūsc (pℓ−) ,

〈
ℓ+ (pℓ+) |R−ℓsc(0)| 0

〉
= Zℓ̄vsc (pℓ+) , (3.68)

where

Zℓ = Zℓ̄ = 1 + O (αem) . (3.69)

Collecting the soft and (anti-)soft-collinear sectors in Eqs.(3.64) and (3.68), respec-

tively, we can now derive the factorized expression for the matrix element of Eq.(3.59) in

the Fourier transformed form,〈
ℓ+ (pℓ+) ℓ

− (pℓ−)
∣∣J A1

mχ(ω)
∣∣ B̄q(p)

〉
= T+mBq FBq Φ+(ω) , (3.70)

where

T+(µ) ≡ (−i)mℓ(µ)Zℓ(µ)Zℓ̄(µ) [ ūsc (pℓ−) PR vsc (pℓ+) ] . (3.71)

The same result holds for the anti-soft-collinear operators J A1
mχ̄ owning to the same soft

matrix element definition in Eq.(3.64).
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4 Resummed amplitude of Bq → τ+ τ−

4.1 Factorization of the amplitude

After factorizing Bq → τ+ τ− decay into three parts: hard function, (anti-)hard-collinear

function and soft function, in Sec.3, we can thus write the complete expression of its

amplitude by adding the hard function and hard-collinear matching coefficients to Eq.(3.70)

as

iA9 = T+

∫ 1

0
du

[
H

(0)
9 (u, µ) +H

(0)

9̄
(u, µ) + 2H

(1)

9/9̄
(u, µ)

] ∫ ∞

0
dωJm(u;ω, µ)mBqFBq(µ)Φ+(ω, µ),

= T+

∫ 1

0
du 2H9(u, µ)

∫ ∞

0
dω Jm(u;ω, µ)mBq FBq(µ) Φ+(ω, µ) , (4.1)

where H
(0)
9 , H

(0)

9̄
, H

(1)

9/9̄
are shown in Eqs.(3.22), (3.23) and (3.38), respectively. The sum-

mation of them can be simplified as

2H9 (u, µb) = 2N
[
Ceff
9 (u, µb) − 2Qℓ

u
Ceff
7 (u, µb)

]
+ 2H

(1)

9/9̄
, (4.2)

where the contribution C
(0)
10 from operator Q10 in Eqs.(3.22) and (3.23) has cancelled.

Scale µ in the amplitude can be chosen to be an arbitrary but the same scale, which will

inevitably lead to the presence of large logarithms as functions of multi-scales. In order

to avoid the large logarithm, we evaluated each factor in Eq.(4.1) at their intrinsic scales,

that is, hard function H9(u, µ) at hard scale µh ∼ mb, hard-collinear function Jm(u;ω, µ)

at hard-collinear scale µhc ∼
√
mb ΛQCD, and soft B-LCDA had also been calculated by

some nonperturbative approaches, such as light-cone sum rules, Lattice QCD, or extracted

from experimental data directly. Next, it is necessary to make each factor in Eq.(4.1) run

to a common scale µ by renormalization group equations (RGE).

4.2 Resummed amplitude

We will apply the solutions to RGE to convert Eq.(4.1) into the one where hard function,

hard-collinear function and soft function would have run to a common scale, meanwhile,

the large logarithms would have been resummed. The explicit result of resummation will

be given in the leading logarithms (LL) approximation and we shall choose the common

scale in Eq.(4.1) to be the hard-collinear scale µhc ∼
√
mb ΛQCD.

4.2.1 The evolution of Hard function

The RGE in SCETI governs the evolution of the hard function H9(u, µ) from the hard scale

µb down to the hard-collinear scale µhc. It requires that we need to know the anomalous

dimensions of operator O9. The evaluation of the anomalous dimensions of O9 is similar

with the one of N-jet operators [22, 27], and it has also been performed in the process of

Bq → µ+ µ−. The evolution of the hard function of H9 can be expressed as

H9(u, µ) = Uh (µb, µ) H9 (u, µb) . (4.3)
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In the LL approximation, that is, only cusp anomalous dimensions are kept, the evolution

function is

Uh (µb, µ) = exp

[ ∫ µ

µb

dµ′

µ′
ΓI
cusp

(
µ′
)
ln
mBq

µ′

]
, (4.4)

with cusp anomalous dimensions

ΓI
cusp (αs, αem) =

αs

π
CF +

αem

π

[
Q2

q + +2Qq Qℓ + 2Q2
ℓ

]
. (4.5)

At the next-to-leading logarithmic (NLL) accuracy, one would also consider one-loop

anomalous dimension

Γi(x, y) =
αsCF

4π
[ 4 ln (1− x) − 5 ] δ(x− y) +

αem

4π
γi(x, y), (i = 9) , (4.6)

and two-loop cusp anomalous dimension in the evolution equation,

dHi(u, µ)

d lnµ
= ΓI

cusp

(
ln
mBq

µ
− i π

2

)
Hi(u, µ) +

∫
du′ Γi

(
u′, u

)
Hi

(
u′, µ

)
. (4.7)

The one-loop anomalous dimension γi(x, y) is provided here for completeness,

γi(x, y) = δ(x− y)
[
Q2

ℓ (4 lnx − 6) + QℓQq 4 lnx x̄ + Q2
q (4 ln x̄ − 5 )

]
+

4QℓQq

[
x̄

ȳ

([
θ(x− y)

x− y

]
+

+ θ(x− y)

)
+
x

y

([
θ(y − x)

y − x

]
+

+ θ(y − x)

)]
, (4.8)

where [...]+ is the plus function.

4.2.2 The evolution of soft function

Next we have to evolve the soft functions up from µs ∼ ΛQCD to µhc. With the addition

of the solution of the soft evolution equation, the soft matrix element at arbitrary scale in

the LL approximation is

FBq(µ) Φ+(ω;µ) = Us (µ, µs;ω) FBq (µs) Φ+ (ω;µs) . (4.9)

It is useful to divide the evolution function into the QED and QCD parts,

Us

(
µ, µs;ω, ω

′) = UQCD
s

(
µ, µs;ω, ω

′) UQED
s

(
µ, µs;ω, ω

′) , (4.10)

where UQCD
s (µ, µs;ω, ω

′) is the evolution factor for the standard B-meson LCDA in the

absence of QED. Then Eq.(4.9) can be written as

FBqΦ+(ω) = UQED
s

(
µ, µs;ω, ω

′) UQCD
s

(
µ, µs;ω, ω

′) FBq (µs) Φ+ (ω;µs)

→ UQED
s

(
µ, µs;ω, ω

′) UQCD
s

(
µ, µs;ω, ω

′) FBq (µs) ϕ+ (ω;µs)

= UQED
s (µhc, µs;ω) FBq (µhc) ϕ+ (ω;µhc) ,

(4.11)

where the second arrow represents that the leading order of Eq.(3.66), e.g. the standard

B-meson LCDA ϕ+ and HQET decay constant FBq , has only been kept in LL accuracy.
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The B-meson LCDA Φ+(ω;µ) fulfils the RGE as [28]

d

d lnµ
Φ+(ω;µ) = −

∫ ∞

−∞
dω′ Γs

(
ω, ω′;µ

)
Φ+

(
ω′;µ

)
(4.12)

with the anomalous dimension given by

Γs

(
ω, ω′;µ

)
= −

∫ ∞

−∞
dω̂

dZ⊗(ω, ω̂;µ)

d lnµ
Z−1
⊗

(
ω̂, ω′;µ

)
+ δ

(
ω − ω′) dFBq(µ)

d lnµ
. (4.13)

The results for the anomalous dimension of Eq.(4.13) can be found in Eq.(2.23) of [28].

Here for the LL accuracy, we only keep the cusp part of the anomalous dimension and the

result of QED evolution functions UQED
s (µhc, µs;ω) is (see also, ref. [6])

UQED
s (µhc, µs;ω) = exp

[
4π

αem (µs)

Qq (2Qℓ +Qq)

β20,em

(
g0 (ηem) +

αem (µs)

2π
β0,em ln ηem ln

ω

µs

)]
(4.14)

where g0(x) = 1 − x + lnx and ηem (µs, µ) ≡ αem (µs) /αem(µ).

In the LL approximation, the evolution function involving only final-state leptons is

uniform from hard scale (mb) to soft-collinear scale (ΛQCD) [6],

Uℓ (µb, µ) = exp

[ ∫ µ

µb

dµ′

µ′
Γc

(
µ′
)
ln
mBq

µ′

]
, (4.15)

and the anomalous dimensions

Γc =
αem

π
2Q2

ℓ . (4.16)

4.2.3 The resummed result

We collect at this point all evolution factors, including the evolution of hard function

Eq.(4.3) and soft one Eq.(4.14), to turn the factorized amplitude Eq.(4.1) to a resummed

one,

iA9 =T+ (µhc) mBq

∫ 1

0
du

∫ ∞

0
dω Uh(µb, µhc)Uℓ (µhc, µsc) U

QED
s (µhc, µs;ω)

2H9 (u;µb) Jm (u;ω;µhc)FBq (µhc)ϕ+ (ω;µhc) . (4.17)

Plugging the explicit result of Jm in Eq.(3.58) and T+ in Eq.(3.71) into Eq.(4.17), we get

iA9 = − i

2

αem (µhc)

4π
QℓQqmℓmBqFBqN

[
ℓ̄sc(1 + γ5)ℓsc

] ∫ 1

0
duū

∫ ∞

0

dω

ω
Uh(µb, µhc)

Uℓ (µhc, µsc) U
QED
s (µhc, µs;ω) 2H9(u, µb)ϕ+ (ω;µhc) ln

(
1 +

u

ū

n+pℓ−ω

m2
ℓ

)
. (4.18)

The term proportional to Ceff
7 in hard functionH9(u, µb) will not cause endpoint-singularity

as u→ 0 when convoluted by jet function (eq.(3.58)) in eq.(4.18) , which is different from

the case appeared in Bd, s → µ+ µ−. In the effective theory, the virtualities of both the
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soft and collinear modes are suppressed, and the endpoint singularity might arises when

we drop the power suppressed terms. This is just the case for B → µ+µ− decay, where the

final state muon(or anti-muon) is collinear particle, thus the endpoint singularity in the

Ceff
7 term as u→ 0 arises from the hard-collinear and collinear convolution integral for the

box diagrams. However, things are different in B → τ+τ− decay, where the final state τ is

a hard-collinear particle, its virtuality is different from the soft quark inside the B meson

and cannot be neglected in the effective theory expansion. As a result, the τ mass appears

in the jet function and there is no endpoint divergence when it is convoluted with the 1/u

in the hard function. Therefore, the QED correction to B → τ+τ− is in nature free from

endpoint singularity, and this conclusion does not depend on the expansion by the QED

coupling constant.

The tree level contribution in αem from Q10 in LL approximation is

iA10 = − imℓ FBq N C10 (µb) Uℓ (µb, µsc)
[
ℓ̄sc γ5 ℓsc

]
. (4.19)

With the addition of the tree level contribution Eq.(4.19), we write the total amplitude

formally as

iA = − i
(
A10 [ ℓ̄sc γ5 ℓsc ] + A9 [ ℓ̄sc (1 + γ5) ℓsc ]

)
, (4.20)

where the scalar reduced amplitudes A9, 10 can be read from Eqs. (4.18) and (4.19).

5 Decay width with the addition of ultrasoft photons

Actually, the virtual QED correction to Bq → τ+ τ− discussed up to now is not infrared

safe. It is necessary to include real radiation as Γ [Bq → ℓ+ ℓ− ] + Γ [Bq → ℓ+ ℓ− + nγ ]

to guarantee the decay rate IR-finite and well-defined, where n denotes the number of real

radiation photon. The energy of real radiation Eγ will be subject to the experimental

setup in the form of a photon-energy cutoff ∆E, Eγ < ∆E. Throughout we will restrict

the discussion to the case of ∆E ≪ ΛQCD and contain an arbitrary number of additional

ultrasoft real photons. It is possible to obtain the real ultrasoft contribution by matching

HQET × bHLET at a soft scale µs to an effective theory that contains the electrically

neutral B-meson field and heavy lepton fields with fixed velocity label vℓ,ℓ̄, in analogy with

heavy-quark effective theory. The ultrasoft fields can be decoupled from the heavy lepton

fields, ℓsc → Svℓ ℓ
(0)
sc , where Svℓ is ultrasoft Wilson line, and are not coupled to the neutral

initial state at leading power in 1/mb. Therefore the amplitude can be factorized into the

non-radiative amplitude Ai and an ultrasoft matrix element as follows,

N∆B=1Ci

〈
ℓ+ ℓ−Xs |Qi | B̄q

〉
= Ai

〈
Xs

∣∣∣S†
vℓ
(0)Svℓ̄(0)

∣∣∣ 0〉 , i = 9, 10 , (5.1)

where Xs is an arbitrary ultrasoft state consisting of photons, and possibly electrons and

positrons. Ai is the non-radiative amplitude as we discussed before. Formally, the matching

of HQET with quark fields to ultrasoft EFT of point-like hadrons at the scale ∼ ΛQCD

must be done non-perturbatively. However as the B-meson is neutral and decoupled in

the far infrared, the case that the ultrasoft photon decoupled from final leptons in the
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ultrasoft EFT is similar to the SCET treatment of soft radiation from top-quark jets [12, 29].

The resummation of large logarithmic corrections of the ultrasoft function with the RG

technique can also be achieved by the ultrasoft EFT, in analogy with SCET treatment in

[12].

The partial decay width is obtained by squaring the full amplitude Eq.(5.1) and sum-

ming over all ultrasoft final states with total energy less than ∆E,

Γ
[
Bq → τ+ τ−

]
(∆E) =

mBq

8π
βτ

(
|A10 +A9|2 + β2τ |A9|2

)
S (vℓ, vℓ̄,∆E) , (5.2)

with βτ =
√
1 − 4m2

τ/m
2
Bq

. The ultrasoft contribution S (vℓ, vℓ̄,∆E) is

S (vℓ, vℓ̄,∆E) =
∑
Xs

∣∣∣ 〈Xs

∣∣∣S†
vℓ
(0)Svℓ̄(0)

∣∣∣ 0〉∣∣∣2 θ (∆E − EXs) , (5.3)

with the one-loop soft function for massive final particles given in [29],

S(1) (vℓ, vℓ̄, ∆E) = ln
2∆E

µ
γs0(x) + c1(x) , (5.4)

where

γs0(x) = − 8

[
1 +

1 + x2

1 − x2
G(0;x)

]
, (5.5)

c1(x) =

[
1 + x2

1 − x2

(
−2G2(0;x) + 8G(1;x)G(0;x) − 8G(0, 1;x) − 4π2

3

)
−4

1 + x

1 − x
G(0;x)

]
. (5.6)

Harmonic polylogarithms with n weights are defined as (see also Ref. [29]),

G (w1, . . . , wn;x) =

∫ x

0

dt

t− w1
G (w2, . . . , wn; t) ,

G(0, . . . , 0;x) =
1

n!
lnn(x) , (5.7)

for at least one of {w1, . . . , wn} different from zero and all wi = 0, respectively, where

x =

1 −
√

1 − 4m2
τ

m2
Bq

1 +

√
1 − 4m2

τ

m2
Bq

. (5.8)

The resummed soft function can be achieved by using the QED exponentiation theorem

as a approximate, e.g. full soft function can be considered as the exponent of the one-loop

result,

S (vℓ, vℓ̄, ∆E) = exp
[ αem

4π
Q2

ℓ S
(1) (vℓ, vℓ̄, ∆E)

]
. (5.9)
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6 Branching fractions of Bq → τ+ τ−

We are now ready to numerically evaluate the non-radiative branching fractions for Bq →
τ+ τ− defined as

Br(0)qτ ≡ Γ(0)
[
Bq → τ+ τ−

]
τBq , (6.1)

where the non-radiative width Γ(0) [Bq → τ+ τ− ] is just the width in Eq.(5.2) with the

ultrosoft function S (vℓ, vℓ̄, ∆E) = 1. τBq is the lifetime of Bq meson. Our inputs are

collected in Table 1.

We will apply the following three-parameter model for leading twist B-meson LCDA

as used in [32, 36–39],

ϕ+(ω) =
Γ(β)

Γ(α)

ω

ω2
0

e
− ω

ω0 U

(
β − α, 3− α,

ω

ω0

)
, (6.2)

where U(α, γ, x) is the confluent hypergeometric function of the second kind. In the

amplitude formula Eq.(4.18), only the first inverse moment and the logarithmic moments

are needed, which are defined by [40] (see also, for instance [28, 41–50])

1

λB(µ)
=

∫ ∞

0

dω

ω
ϕ+(ω) , (6.3)

σn(µ) = λB(µ)

∫ ∞

0

dω

ω
lnn

µ0
ω
ϕ+(ω) , (6.4)

respectively. The first inverse moment λB and the first two logarithmic moments σ̂1 and

σ̂2 can be expressed as functions of three parameter α, β and ω0,

λB =
α − 1

β − 1
ω0 , (6.5)

σ̂1 = ψ(β − 1) − ψ(α − 1) + ln
α − 1

β − 1
, (6.6)

σ̂2 =
π2

6
+ σ̂21 − [ψ′(β − 1) − ψ′(α − 1) ] , (6.7)

whose values are listed in the Table 1. Apart from the SM and hadronic parameters listed

in Table 1, our results are also depend on two renormalization scales, hard scale µh used

in the calculation of the Wilson coefficient and hard collinear scale µhc in the second step

of matching. We choose their central values as µh = mb = 4.18GeV and µhc = 1.5GeV,

which will be varied as µh ∈ {mb/2, 2mb } and µhc ∈ { 1.5− 0.5, 1.5 + 0.5 } to estimate

errors of branching ratios.

The non-radiative branching fraction of Bq → τ+ τ− for the central values of the

parameters in Table 1 are

Br(0)(Bd → τ+τ−) =
(
1.993(LO) − 0.001(NLO)

)
× 10−8 , (6.8)

Br(0)(Bs → τ+τ−) =
(
6.940(LO) − 0.003(NLO)

)
× 10−7 , (6.9)

where the first and second terms in r.h.s. of Eqs.(6.8) and (6.9) are results from the leading

order of αem, and from the QED and QCD corrections to the next to leading order and
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Parameter Value Ref. Parameter Value Ref.

GF 1.166379 · 10−5 GeV−2 [30] mZ 91.1876(21) GeV [30]

α
(5)
s (mZ) 0.1181(11) [30] mτ 1.77686(12) MeV [30]

α
(5)
em(mZ) 1/127.955(10) [30] mt 162.5+2.1

−1.5 GeV [30]

mb(mb) 4.180(8) GeV [31] mc(mc) 1.275(9) GeV [31]

mpole
b 4.816(9) GeV mpole

c 1.841(10) GeV

µh 4.18 GeV µhc 1.5 GeV

mBs 5366.92(10) MeV [30] mBd
5279.66(12) MeV [30]

fBs 230.3(1.3) MeV [31] fBd
190.0(1.3) MeV [31]

τBs 1.520(5) ps [30] τBd
1.519(4) ps [30]

λBs(µ0) 400(150) MeV λBd
(µ0) 350(150) MeV

σ̂
(1)
Bs

(µ0) 0.0(0.7) [32] σ̂
(1)
Bd

(µ0) 0.0(0.7) [32]

σ̂
(2)
Bs

(µ0) 0(6) [32] σ̂
(2)
Bd

(µ0) 0(6) [32]

λ 0.22500(67) [30] ρ̄ 0.159(10) [30]

A 0.826+0.018
−0.015 [30] η̄ 0.348(10) [30]

Table 1. Numerical values for parameters: αs and αem are the MS-renormalized coupling con-

stants. The masses of quarks, mt, mb and mc, are in MS scheme. mpole
b,c are pole masses of

bottom-quark and charm-quark, which are obtained from the corresponding MS-values and will

be used in our numerical calculations. The values of the Wilson coefficients at µb = 4.18 GeV

are C1−6 = {−0.331, 1.010, −0.005, −0.090, 0.00038, 0.001}, Ceff
7 = −0.316, C9 = 4.200 and

C10 = −4.543. The Bd,s meson decay constants fBd,s
are averages from the FLAG group for

Nf = 2 + 1 + 1 from [2, 33–35]. The nonperturbative parameters entering the three-parameter

model for leading twist B-meson LCDA contain λBd,s
, σ̂

(1)
Bd,s

and σ̂
(2)
Bd,s

. We will use Wolfenstein

parametrization of the CKM matrix with the Wolfenstein parameters, λ, ρ̄, A and η̄.

leading logarithmic accuracy, respectively. The numerical value of the QED and QCD

corrections lead to an overall enhancement of the branching fraction of approximately

0.04%, which is much smaller than the one in Bq → µ+ µ− case (overall reduction about

0.5%). The reason is that, even though the power enhancement effect mb/ΛQCD also

appear in τ case, the single-logarithm term from hard-collinear function in Eq.(3.58) for
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τ final states are not as large as in µ case (the single-logarithmic enhancement of order

ln mb ΛQCD/m
2
µ ∼ 5 for the Ceff

9 term [5]) due to hard-collinear scale mass of τ .

For completeness, we consider uncertainties of the non-radiative branching fractions

in Eqs.(6.10) and (6.11). They arise from Bq meson decay constants fBq and Bq meson

LCDA parameters, λBq , σ̂
(1)
Bq

and σ̂
(2)
Bq

, the SM parameters including mt and m
pole
b , and two

renormalization scales, µh and µhc, which have been added in quadrature in the following

as

Br(0)(Bd → τ+τ−) =
(
1.992+0.174

−0.258

)
× 10−8 , (6.10)

Br(0)(Bs → τ+τ−) =
(
6.937+1.454

−2.313

)
× 10−7 . (6.11)

Finally, the branching fraction for the infrared-finite observables of Bq → ℓ+ ℓ− (nγ)

with ultrasoft photon energy Eγ < ∆E will be given by multiplied with the soft-photon

exponentiation factor in Eq.(5.9). Eγ would depend on how well the real photon could

be detected by a particular experiment. Current experiment analyses, such as LHCb, use

dilepton energy cuts that would correspond to an allowable soft photon of up to 60 MeV

[51, 52]. We can also choose the same signal window, ∆E ≃ 60 MeV, for Bq → τ+ τ− (nγ)

and the numerical results are

Br(Bd → τ+ τ−)(∆E) =
(
1.960+0.171

−0.253

)
× 10−8 , (6.12)

Br(Bs → τ+ τ−)(∆E) =
(
6.822+1.425

−2.267

)
× 10−7 , (6.13)

which mean that the radiative factor in Eq.(5.9) for Bq → τ+ τ− is about 98% of the

non-radiative rate.

7 Summary

We have considered the QED corrections to Bq → τ+ τ− at next-to-leading order in

αem and leading logarithmic resummation under the framework of SCET. The ultrasoft

real photons are treated in the limit of static heavy leptons and decoupled from heavy

leptonic fields, which means the ultrasoft QED effect can be factorized from nonradiative

correction, and is universal for Bq → ℓ+ ℓ− with ℓ = e, µ, τ . The treatment for this effect

on Bq → τ+ τ− is same as on Bq → µ+ µ−, and similar to the SCET treatment of soft

radiation in top-quark jets. Then we concentrate on virtual QED effects which are from

the process-specific energy scales set by the external kinematics and internal dynamics of

Bq → τ+ τ−. We have performed two steps of matching from QCD × QED onto SCETI

and subsequently onto HQET × bHLET. Hard fluctuations from mb scale are integrated

out in the matching onto SCETI and successively (anti-)hard-collinear fluctuations with

mb ΛQCD virtualities are decoupled from HQET × bHLET. Different from muon leptonic

B decays, the effective operator in SCETI for Bq → τ+ τ− is only O9 as the Q7 can be

matched to O9 by integrating out hard photon from the electromagnetic dipole operator.

For completeness of QED corrections, we calculate the hard functions at NLO although

they are not relevant to power enhanced effects. In HQET × bHLET, there is only so-

called A1-type operator for Bq → τ+ τ−. By matching the time-ordered product of the
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operator O9 together with two Lagrangians L(1)
ξq and L(0)

m to the matrix element of A1-

type operator in HQET × bHLET, we integrate the (anti-)hard-collinear virtualities of

spectator-quark, which lead to formally power enhanced effects by a factor mb/ΛQCD as

discussed in Bq → µ+ µ−. However, for Bq → τ+ τ−, as the mass of tau is just the order

of hard-collinear scale, the logarithm term arising from the contribution of hard-collinear

photon and lepton virtuality in the second matching step is small, which would not induce

large enhanced QED effects as in muon case even though the same power enhancement

term appears in Bq → τ+ τ−. Numerically, together with the resummation at the leading

logarithm accuracy in the both QCD and QED coupling, the values of the QED and QCD

corrections lead to an overall enhancement of the branching fraction of approximately

0.04%, compared with overall reduction of branching fraction about 0.5% in Bq → µ+ µ−

case.
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